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Three beautiful cards to create, each with their 
own matching tags & bookmarks | Pg.6-7
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Fairy Garden Cards & bookmarks
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New Decorative dies

Flower Stem
(DD201)

Rose Stem
(DD202)

Floral Sprig
(DD603)

3D Layered Peony
(DD811)

Texture Cross Lattice
(DD474)

Texture Flutter
(DD475)

Wings
(DD476)

Rose Cluster
(DD602)

Whimsical Circle Frame
(DD810)

Sketched Rectangle Frame
(DD812)
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12" x 12"  |  30.5 x 30.5cm double sided paper 150gsm

p2487 | fairy Dance

p2492 | fairy Land

p2491 | flutteringp2490 | Mystify

p2495 | Moonstone

p2489 | Magical

p2494 | pixie Dust

p2488 | fantasy

p2493 | Wishes

ct932 | collectables
4½ x 7½” | 11.5cm x 19cm

pK578 | paper pack 
12 x 12" | 30.5 x 30.5cm

ss358 | sticker sheet
12 x 12" | 30.5 x 30.5cm

cs322 | clear stamps
acrylic 6½ x 4” | 10 x 16cm

ps518 | garden Frame 
specialty - Die cut

ps519 | Flutterby 
specialty - Glitter

pp1039 | paper pad
6 ½ x 6½” | 16.5 x 16.5cm

FL620 | Flourish pack | Make a Wish
35 pcs | 4¼ x 4¼” | 10.5 x 10.5cm

Step into a whimsical wonderland where fairy tales and magic come 

alive! Delicate f lorals and magical fairies dance across the pretty 

pastel pages of this precious collection. With a dash of pixie dust, 

Fairy Garden is a place where dreams really do come true! coordinating Kaiser card
powder Blue, candy, Ballet, sage, 

spearmint & White.

The Fairy Garden Collection
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My Little princess  by Kavitha Magical Moments  by Cathy McGrath

Wish upon a star  by Renee Aslette so precious  by Rikki Graziani

papERs: fairy Garden collection - p2490 Mystify, p2495 Moonstone, p2489 Magical.

Kc pROdUcts: ct932 collectables, t321 acid free craft Glue, rhinestone's – sB701 
soft pink, foam tape t303.

papERs: fairy Garden collection - p2495 Moonstone (reverse), p2489 Magical.

Kc pROdUcts: ct932 collectables, cardstock - cD101 coconut, Decorative Die- 
DD504 Doilies, paper Bloom - f640 fairy floss, Mini paper Bloom - f650 olive, pearls 
- sB716 Blush, t321 craft Glue, t302 Mounting foam.

papERs: fairy Garden collection - p2489 Magical (reverse), p2494 pixie Dust (reverse), 
p2488 fantasy (reverse).

Kc pROdUcts: ct932 collectables, 6 x 6" Designer template - it462 Garden, flourishe 
pack - fL620 Make a Wish, ink pad – ip725 petal pink & ip726 island, t302 Mounting 
foam Dots, t321 acid free craft Glue.

OthER: texture paste.

papERs: fairy Garden collection - p2491 fluttering, p2492 fairy Land,  
p2495 Moonstone.

Kc pROdUcts: ct932 collectables, cB153 corrugated cardboard,  
rhinestones - rs405 Lippy red, t303 foam tape, t314 Double sided tape,  
t321 acid- free craft Glue.

Fairy Garden  |  Layouts by Kaisercraf t 's design team
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Magic is in Your heart  by Donna Espiritu
papERs: fairy Garden collection - p2492 fairyland (reverse), p2489 Magical (reverse), p2495 Moonstone.

Kc pROdUcts: ct932 collectables, ss358 sticker sheet, flourish pack - fL620 Make a Wish, ink pads – ip725 petal pink, ip727 
Lagoon & ip731 Berry, 6 x 6" Designer template - it462 Garden, rhinestone strips - rs453 pink, rhinestones - sB701 soft pink.

OthER: Doily, thread, Modeling paste.

instructions
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Use FAIRYLAND (REVERSE) as the background for this layout. 
Cut an inch off one side of FAIRYLAND and ink the edges with 
watered down Lagoon and Berry inks. Adhere to MAGICAL.

Splatter some inks going down diagonally from upper right to 
the lower leftmost. Spread the colors with a piece of plastic. 

Once dry, add texture with modeling paste and Garden 
Template (IT462). 

Use a doily as a photo matte. Cut one of the pink doilies from 
the Collectables into half and adhere to each side of the 
photo (with doily).

Fussy cut florals from MOONSTONE paper. Following the 
diagonal direction from right to left, adhere the fussy cut 
florals. Use foam tape to some pieces to add dimension.

Embellish with pieces from the collectables pack and 
sticker sheet.

Add colors to the wooden flourishes by inking with Berry, 
Petal Pink and Lagoon ink pads.

Add Rhinestones to complete the page.

6 x 6" Designer Template 
Garden (IT462)

Flourish Pack 
Make a Wish (FL620)

Magical (reverse) (P2489) Fairy Land (reverse) (P2492) Moonstone (P2495)

Fairy Garden  |  product Feature & Layout instructions
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quick cardsFairy Garden Card & Bookmark Set

products used

Decorative Die 
Lacey Tag (DD601)

Decorative Die 
Nesting Stitched Rectangles 

(DD753)

Decorative Die 
Perfume Labels (DD805)

instructions
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Cut COCONUT card stock to 14.5 x 30.5cm (5¾ x 12"). Score 
and fold at 8.5cm & 23.8cm (3 3/8" & 9 3/8") to make a 
gatefold card.

Cut CRYSTAL glitter card stock to 14.5 x 8.5cm (5¾ x 3 3/8") 
and 14.5 x 6.5cm (5 3/4 x 2 10/16"). Adhere to front flaps of 
gatefold card.

Choose pink floral paper from paper pad and cut to 8 x 14cm  
(3 1/8 x 5 ½") and 6 x 14cm (2 3/8 x 5 ½") layer this paper onto 
the two gate folds. On the largest gate fold decorate the 
edges with pink rhinestones strips.

Choose third smallest nesting rectangle and cut out of green 
paper from paper pad. Trim to 6cm (2 3/8"). Glue to smaller 
gate fold around three edges leaving top edge unstuck to 
create a pocket. Add scalloped border from back of paper 

pad to top edge of pocket. Decorate with a fussy-cut  
fairy and butterfly. 
 
To make bookmark cut CRYSTAL glitter card stock to  
4 x 12cm (1½ x 5½"). Cut butterfly paper from paper 
pad to 3.5 x 11.5cm (1 3/8 x 4½"). Layer butterfly paper 
onto CRYSTAL glitter card stock. Punch a hole in top of 
bookmark and tie some organza ribbon through the hole.

Cut perfume label decorative die out of blue paper 
from paper pad and adhere to larger gate fold. Choose 
a sentiment from back of paper pad and layer onto 
perfume label. Embellish with fussy-cut butterflies.

To decorate the inside of the card cut three papers to  
6.5 x 14.5cm, 8.5 x 14.5cm & 10 x 14.5cm (2 5/8 x 5 11/16, 
3 3/8 x 5 11/16" & 4 x 5 11/16"). Then cut fairy wreath and 
mount it on centre of inside of card with foam tape.

dies 
used

papERs: fairy Garden collection -  
pp1039 paper pad.

Kc pROdUcts: c6 card pack – cD511 White, 
Decorative Dies – DD753 stitched rectangles, 
DD805 perfume Labels & DD601 Lacey tag, 
rhinestones strip – rs453 pink, Glitter card stock 
– Gc104 crystal, card stock - cD101 coconut, 

LDB1056 foam tape, t314 Double sided tape.

OthER: organza ribbon.
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quick cardsBy Alicia McNamara

instructions

instructions

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

Begin with a C6 card base. Cut CRYSTAL glitter card stock using the largest 
stitched rectangle decorative die and adhere to base of card.

Choose pink glitter paper from paper pad and cut to 10 x 14.5cm (4 x 5¾").  
Layer onto CRYSTAL glitter card stock.

Cut smaller nesting rectangle die out of blue paper pad paper and trim to 7cm 
(2¾") in width. Adhere to bottom of card using glue around three edges, leaving 
top edge unstuck to allow a pocket. This pocket will hold bookmark and tag. Add 
a scalloped border from back of paper pad to the top of the pocket. Decorate 
the edges of the pocket with pink rhinestone strips.

Using lacey tag decorative die, cut from floral paper in the paper pad and tie 
organza ribbon through hole at the top. Glue into pocket of card. Glue a fussy-
cut butterfly into centre of tag.

To make bookmark cut CRYSTAL glitter card stock to 4 x 12cm (1½" x 5½").  
Cut butterfly paper from paper pad to 3.5 x 11.5cm (1 3/8 x 4½"). Layer butterfly 
paper onto CRYSTAL glitter card stock. Punch a hole in top of bookmark and tie 
some organza ribbon through the hole. Glue a fussy-cut fairy onto middle of 
bookmark and position inside pocket of card.

Cut perfume label decorative die out of vintage paper from paper pad and 
adhere to front pocket of card. Choose a sentiment from back of paper pad  
and layer onto perfume label. Embellish with fussy-cut fairy and butterfly.

Begin with a C6 card base. Cut CRYSTAL glitter card stock using the 
largest stitched rectangle decorative die and adhere to base of card.

Choose pink cloud paper from paper pad and cut to 10 x 14.5cm  
(4 x 5¾"). Layer onto CRYSTAL glitter card stock.

Cut triangle from vintage paper in paper pad measuring  
10 x 14.5 x 17.8cm (4 x 5¾ x 6 5/16"). Glue to left-hand corner of 
card around two of the edges leaving the longest edge unstuck 
to form a pocket. Decorate pocket with decorative edge from 
back of paper pad and pink rhinestone strips.

Using lacey tag decorative die cut from floral paper in  
the paper pad and tie organza ribbon through hole at  
the top. Glue into pocket of card.

To make Bookmark cut CRYSTAL glitter card 
stock to 4 x 12cm (1½ x 5½"). Cut butterfly paper 
from paper pad to 3.5 x 11.5cm (1 3/8 x 4½"). 
Layer butterfly paper onto CRYSTAL glitter card 
stock. Punch a hole in top of bookmark and tie 
some organza ribbon through the hole. Glue a 
fussy-cut fairy onto middle of bookmark and 
position inside pocket of card.

Cut perfume label decorative die out of 
pink sparkly paper from paper pad and 
adhere to front pocket of card. Choose 
a sentiment from back of paper pad and 
layer onto perfume label. Embellish with 
fussy-cut fairy and butterfly.
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Unicorn Wall Art

fairy  
Garden  
unicorn 
by Rikki Graziani

Misty 
Mountains 
unicorn 
by Kylie Kingham

papERs: fairy Garden collection - p2491 fluttering, p2492 fairy Land,  
p2495 Moonstone.

Kc pROdUcts: sB2477 unicorn Wall art, ct932 collectables, rhinestones - 
sB707 Mint Green. OthER: Glitter, polymer clay.

papERs: Misty Mountains collection - p2496 Moody, p2499 Dusty plum,  
p2500 Light Leaks. 

Kc pROdUcts: sB2477 unicorn Wall art, Decorative Dies - DD795 3D flower 
& DD707 Layered flowers, Kaisercolour - Kc001 White, Kc050 Metallic Gold 
& Kc066 Gloss Varnish, pearls - sB789 chino & sB713 pearl, rhinestone strips - 
rs447 champagne. OthER: hot Glue.

Paint the Unicorn head with the white Kaisercolour, 
with multiple coats until happy with the coverage.

Paint the mane and horn with gold Kaisercolour and 
once dry paint a coat of varnish over the entire piece 
for a nice sheen.

Cut multiple flowers with the dies from all papers and 
adhere them together making sure each layer of the 
stacked flower is a different paper.

Fold/curl each petal slightly and centre each with  
a pearl.

Adhere the flowers with hot glue around the neck 
making sure there is no gaps and add in vines from the 
3D flower dies for balance. 

Add more flowers to the base of the horn to finish.

Use FAIRYLAND as your background (x2).

Fussy cut floral sprays from MOONSTONE. Glitter the 
edge of the Unicorn with a matching Glitter.

Follow the instructions of your Polymer Clay – Blend 
colours to match with FAIRYLAND to make the mane 
and used an extruder to make the hair shape. Bake 
then glue over the top.

Repeat step 3 to create the horn.

Add your fussy cut floral sprays onto the Unicorn 
where the mane meets the background.

Fussy cut some butterflies from FLUTTERING and add 
throughout the floral spray.

Add Collectable title where the two FAIRYLAND pieces 
join and add some floral diecuts from collectables to 
this area as well.

Add rhinestones throughout the background of  
the unicorn.

instructions
instructions

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

8

nEW!
product
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12" x 12"  |  30.5 x 30.5cm double sided paper 150gsm

p2496 | Moody

p2501 | eclipse

p2500 | Light Leaksp2499 | Dusty plum

p2504 | Divine

p2498 | Bokeh

p2503 | sunset

p2497 | Marbled

p2502 | agate

ct933 | collectables
4½ x 7½” | 11.5cm x 19cm

pK579 | paper pack 
12 x 12" | 30.5 x 30.5cm

ss359 | sticker sheet
12 x 12" | 30.5 x 30.5cm

cs323 | clear stamps
acrylic 6½ x 4” | 10 x 16cm

ps520 | hexagon 
specialty - Die cut

ps521 | Be You Quotes 
specialty - rose Gold foil

pp1040 | paper pad
6 ½ x 6½” | 16.5 x 16.5cm

FL621 | Flourish pack | Be You
35 pcs | 4¼ x 4¼” | 10.5 x 10.5cm

Discover the hidden romance of Misty Mountains. Shades of mauve, 

indigo and soft pink paired with deep moody florals make this collection 

a truly mystical affair. Elements of glistening agate and etched marble will 

have you falling in love with the magic that is Misty Mountains. coordinating Kaiser card
coconut, Lavendar, Lilac, Grape, Wine 

& navy.

The Misty Mountains Collection

sa289 | d-Ring album
12¾ x 15¼” | 32.5 x 38.5cm
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happy Day  by Tatiana Yemelyanenko Be You  by Kylie Kingham

Blessed  by Donna Espiritu Believe in You  by Renee Aslette

papERs: Misty Mountains collection - p2499 Dusty plum, p2500 Light Leaks,  
p2502 agate, p2504 Divine.

Kc pROdUcts: ct933 collectables, flourish pack - fL621 Be You,  
rhinestones – sB705 Lilac.

OthER: purple Mist.

papERs: Misty Mountains collection - p2496 Moody, p2497 Marbled, p2498 Bokeh, 
p2501 eclipse, p2499 Dusty plum, p2503 sunset, p2504 Divine.

Kc pROdUcts: ct933 collectables, Decorative Die - DD430 floral Lace & DD795 3D 
flower, ink pad - ip724 Bark, rhinestones - sB776 Bronze, t302 foam Dots, t315 Double 
sided tape.

OthER: string.

papERs: Misty Mountains collection - p2498 Bokeh, p2496 Moody, p2497 Marbled, 
p2499 Dusty plum.

Kc pROdUcts: ct933 collectables, ss359 sticker sheet, flourish pack- fL621 Be You, 
ink pads - ip725 petal pink & ip732 orchid, rhinestones - sB705 Lilac.

OthER: Doily, thread, purple Mist.

papERs: Misty Mountains collection - p2496 Moody (reverse), ps520 Die cut, p2504 
Divine (reverse), p2502 agate (reverse), p2501 eclipse (reverse), p2498 Bokeh (reverse).

Kc pROdUcts: flourish pack - fL621 Be You, ct933 collectables, ink pad – ip725 petal 
pink, t302 foam Dots, t321 acid free craft Glue.

OthER: White Gesso & White pen.

Mis ty Moun ta ins   |  Layouts by Kaisercraf t 's design team
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Mis ty Moun ta ins   |  product Feature & Layout instructions

Live a Big Life  by Alicia McNamara
papERs: Misty Mountains collection – p2496 Moody (reverse), p2502 agate (reverse), p2504 Divine (x2).

Kc pROdUcts: ss359 sticker sheet, flourish pack - fL621 Be You, Background stamp - cs257 script, 6 x 6" 
Designer template - it440 abstract triangle, Mini Designer template - it001 cherry Blossom, Kaisercolour - 
Kc014 Mauve & Kc031 Black, ink pads - ip719 Black & ip728 saffron, rhinestones – sB710 orange.

OthER: White Misting spray, texture paste.

instructions
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Take two pages of DIVINE paper.

Fussy cut flower cluster from one page of DIVINE. This will 
be placed in the top left-hand corner of the second DIVINE 
paper. Fussy cut only the top section of flower cluster on 
the second page so the flower cluster can sit over the top 
of the photo.

Using a mixture of mauve paint and texture paste apply 
four triangle shapes through the abstract triangle 
template onto the middle of DIVINE paper. Allow time to 
dry. Then using a mixture of black and mauve paint and 
texture paste apply a sprinkling of flower dots on top of 
abstract triangles using cherry blossom template. Allow 
time to dry.

Cut some triangle shapes from AGATE (reverse) and glue 
vertically in the middle of DIVINE paper. Stamp background 
script stamp in black ink randomly over the page.

Layer photo onto MOODY (reverse) with mounting tape and 
position into centre of page. Allow flower clusters to overlap 
edges of the photo.

Choose orange triangle strip, orange hexagon strip, 
hearts and “me and you” stickers from the sticker sheet 
to decorate the page. Choose “Live a Big Life” wooden 
flourish, ink with saffron Ink and adhere to page. Embellish 
with orange rhinestones.

Ink edges of page with saffron Ink to finish off the layout.

6 x 6" Designer Template 
Abstract Triangle (IT440)

Flourish Pack 
Be You (FL621)

Agate (reverse) (P2502)
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quick cardsMis ty Moun ta ins  Cards

hello  by Kylie Kingham

happy Birthday  by Kylie KinghamBe You  by Tatiana Yemelyanenko

papERs: Misty Mountains collection - p2496 Moody, p2498 Bokeh, p2499 Dusty plum.

Kc pROdUcts: ct933 collectables, c6 card pack - cD511 White, Decorative Die - 
DD705 swirl flourish, rhinestones - sB776 Bronze, t302 foam Dots, t315 Double side tape.

OthER: string.

papERs: Misty Mountains collection - p2497 Marbled, p2498 Bokeh, p2503 sunset.

Kc pROdUcts: ct933 collectables, c6 card pack - cD511 White, rhinestones - 
sB776 Bronze, clear stickers - st922 happy Birthday, t302 foam Dots, t315 Double 
sided tape. OthER: string.

papERs: Misty Mountains collection - p2496 Moody, p2497 Marbled, p2499 Dusty plum, 
p2503 sunset, p2504 Divine.

Kc pROdUcts: ct933 collectables, ss359 sticker sheet, flourish pack - fL621 Be You, 
rhinestones – rs403 antique, c6 card pack – cD511 White.

OthER: plum Mist.

C6 Card Pack 
White (CD511)

Clear Stickers 
Happy Birthday (ST922)

Decorative Die 
Swirl Flourish (DD705)

Flourish Pack 
Be You (FL621)

products used
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quick cardsCards & Ins truc t i ons

Clear Stamps 
Misty Mountains (CS323)

Die & Stamp Set 
Be You (DD975)

Cut a piece of the soft floral rose paper from the paper 
pad 13.5 x 3.5cm (5¾ x 5¾”) and adhere to the base of  
the card.

Using black ink stamp “be your own kind of beautiful” 
4cm (1 ½”) from the left hand side of the card and 1.5cm 
(3/4”) from the top of the card.

Use the dark scallop border from the paper pad and 
adhere to the left hand side of the card.

Ink and layer collectables to the left hand bottom of the 
card using foam dots.

Ink all edges of the card using bark ink.

instructions
1

2

3

4

5

Be Your own Kind of Beautiful  
by Marelle Jackman
papERs: Misty Mountains collection - pp1040  paper pad.

Kc pROdUcts: ct933 collectables, cs323 clear stamps, square card pack – cD501 
White, ink pad – ip724 Bark, LDB1058 permanent adhesive roller, t302 foam Dots.

OthER: archival Black ink.

Cut a piece of the pink bubble paper from the paper  
pad 13.5 x 13.5cm (5¾ x 5¾”) and adhere to the base of  
the card.

Use modelling paste through the damask mini template 
and position in the centre and towards the bottom left of 
the card onto the pink bubble paper and allow to dry.

Using a die cutting machine, die cut one scalloped tag 
and the smaller tag using the blue and gold geometric 
paper from the paper pad, and one small tag using the 
pink bubble paper from the paper pad.

Ink the edges of the two tags from the blue and gold 
geometric paper.

Using black ink, stamp the “follow your heart” onto the 
small tag from the pink bubble paper from the paper pad 
and ink edges using bark ink.

Decorate the bottom left corner of the card using 
collectables and layer using foam dots. 

Using black ink, stamp the “you are unique” and the black 
heart to the right of the layered collectables.

Ink all edges of the card using bark ink.

instructions
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

follow You heart by Marelle Jackman
papERs: Misty Mountains collection - pp1040 paper pad.

Kc pROdUcts: ct933 collectables, Decorative Die & stamp set – DD975 Be You, Mini 
Designer template - it027 Damask, square card pack – cD501 White, ink pad – ip724 
Bark, LDB1058 permanent adhesive roller, t302 foam Dots.

OthER: Light Modelling paste – White, Black archival ink.

Produc ts 
Used
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Beyond the Page | 3mm Frames

KAISERdecor
Hexagon Frame Small (KD358)

290 x 245mm | 11½ x 9½"

KAISERdecor
Bracket Frame Small (KD357)

300 x 370mm | 11¾ x 14½"

KAISERdecor
Victorian Frame Small (KD353)

261 x 261mm | 10¼ x 10¼"

KAISERdecor
Contemporary Frame Small (KD355)

200 x 328mm | 7¾ x 13"

all frames are 
also available in 

a large size
kaisercraft.com.au
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160gsm  |  48 single sided sheets  |  24 Designs x 2

New 12 x 12" Paper Pads

Antique Essentials (PP235) Australiana (PP236)

Nautical (PP237) Daydreamer (PP238) Party (PP239) Floral Romance (PP240)

Escape (PP241) Basecoat (PP242) Travel (PP243) Tropics (PP244)
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